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TechTerms - The Tech Terms Computer Dictionary. This page contains a technical definition of Printer. It
explains in computing terminology what Printer means and is one of many hardware terms in the TechTerms
dictionary.
Subjective term relating to expectations by the customer, printer and other professionals associated with a
printing job and whether the job meets those expectations. Quarto (1) Sheet folded twice, making pages onefourth the size of the original sheet.
The Printer's Dictionary of Technical Terms: A Handbook of Definations and Information About Processes of
Printing With a Brief Glossary Terms Used in Book Binding, [Alexander A. Stewart] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers.
The printer's dictionary of technical terms; a handbook of definitions and information about processes of
printing; with a brief glossary of terms used in book binding.
Computer terms from the technical category. ... All Categories. Internet Terms Hardware Terms Software Terms
Technical Terms File Formats Bits and Bytes Tech Acronyms
Printing dictionary Welcome to the graphic design, prepress & print dictionary . Stan Schwartz supplied most of
the printing and finishing terms of this online glossary.
Barcodes,Inc. Home › Articles › The Complete Mathematical Terms Dictionary. The Complete Mathematical
Terms Dictionary. Understanding math concepts is critical in our world today.
A serial interface published by the EIA for asynchronous data communication over distances up to a few
hundred feet. Characterized by a single-ended (not differential) physical layer, it uses one signal wire for
transmission, another for reception, and a common wire (ground), plus some timing and control signals.
About Dictionary.com Dictionary.com is the world’s leading online source for English definitions, synonyms,
word origins, audio pronunciations, example sentences, slang phrases, idioms, word games, legal and medical
terms, Word of the Day and more.
This is a term that refers to a paper that a printer keeps on hand in their shop. Image area That portion of a
printing plate that carries ink and prints on paper.
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